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• 5 elements that you need in your landing 
pages 

• Constructive feedback on 15 landing pages 

• Resources to help you master the art of 

landing pages 

• Q&A 

Where We’re 
Headed Today



5 elements that you need in your 
landing pages
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The 5 must-have 
core elements of a 

landing page

TAKEAWAY: Make sure that your landing page includes these 5 elements.



Constructive feedback on 15 
landing pages
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What’s good: 

• Design - Clean, on-brand, no leaks/distractions, 

linear (visitor’s eye follows the path of info easily 

down the page), mobile-friendly (unnecessary 

elements are hidden), visible logo & tagline. 

• Social Proof - Testimonials are real people, 

customers are recognizable companies. 

• Form - Short, low friction, easy trade off. 

• CTA - Great contrast with background, one goal.

Comeet Lead Gen 
Landing Page
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Things to change or test: 

• Design - Use visual cues to direct attention to the CTA. 

• Headline - Clarity: it’s a little vague right now and doesn’t really 

reflect the service offered. The subhead actually explains more. 

Your primary headline should answer the question “What is 

this page about?” 

• Hero Shot - Test an explainer video, or a gif of the process, or 

people rather than technology. Show context of use. Image 

looks like it’s clickable to play as video. 
• Copy - Place more emphasis on the benefits, rather than the 

features themselves. Like this line on the Comeet product page: 

“Every hiring step made easier.” 

• Form - Add a lightbox with your privacy policy. 
• CTA - Don’t lose prospects just because they’ve reached the 

bottom. Add another CTA (use smooth-scrolling buttons)! 

Comeet Lead Gen 
Landing Page
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FMX Lead Gen 
Landing Page

What’s good: 

• Design - Simple, easy to follow. 

• Headline - Tells you exactly what the page is 

about. 

• Copy - You know what you’re getting in this 

guide: it’s very clear that you will get a full 

volume of information to help you through the 

full process of improving your facilities 

management program.
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Things to change or test: 

• Design - It’s kind of awkward to jump from the 

headline, to more information below, back up to 

the form. Optimize for mobile (remove 

overlapping text). Focus on ONE goal. 

• Copy - Avoid stop words. You might be 

inadvertently be putting doubt in the visitors’ 

mind. 

• Social Proof - Tell us about someone who used 

this guide to improve their own program. 

• Form - Try opening up your privacy policy in a 

lightbox instead of driving your visitors 

completely off the page.

FMX Lead Gen 
Landing Page
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Anow Click-through Landing Page

What’s good: 

• Design - Professional, on-brand, balanced, mobile-

friendly. 

• Headline - Communicates a clear benefit that prompts 

the visitor to ask How and read more. 

• Hero Shot - Shows enough details of the dashboard, 

that combined with the next icons make it look like a 

time- and money-saving software that will help your 

business. 

• Copy - Benefit-oriented (e.g., “Anow’s software makes 

you more efficient, improves your customer service…”) 

• Social Proof - Testimonial helps to build credibility. 

• CTA - Great contrast with background so it stands out.
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Things to change or test: 

• Design - Split up “Solo Edition” and “Team Edition” 

onto separate pages and deliver them directly to the 

appropriate audiences.  

• Copy - Triple check your spelling, punctuation, and 

grammar! Mistakes detract from your trustworthiness. 

• Social Proof - Find a shorter testimonial that’s more to 

the point (though I like the honesty!) and that 

communicates numbers (e.g., how much Anow helped 

grow their business. Try adding a face.). 

• CTA - Use more straightforward wording. Show your 

visitors what they’ll get by clicking on that button.

Anow Click-through Landing Page
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What’s good: 

• Copy - Gives you a sense of urgency (the auction is 

coming up soon—better get on it before someone 

else does), straightforward with lists of the things a 

potential home buyer might be looking for. 

• Hero Shot - Opportunity to use photos to 

communicate what you can’t in words. Great home 

staging for context of use—prospects who are a good 

match are likely able to picture themselves in this 

beautiful home. 

Liberty Real Estate 
Auctions Lead Gen 

Landing Page 
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Things to change or test: 

• Design - Simplify and show necessary details right away 

instead of having to scroll below the fold to get the info. 

Make it flow (tell a story). Add visual cues to direct 

attention to the form. Make it mobile-friendly. 

• Headline - Specify what the page is about. Does it pass the 

5-second test? 

• Hero Shot - Try toning down the opacity so the text overlay 

is easier to read. 

• Copy - Clarify what the auction is for (some dining room 

furniture? a vacation? a house?) Mention what’s in the 

information packet.  

• Social Proof - Add testimonials if available. 

• Form - Make it more predominant. Add a lightbox for 

privacy policy.  

• CTA - Make it larger.

Liberty Real Estate 
Auctions Lead Gen 

Landing Page 
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What’s good: 

• Design - Mobile-friendly, simple. The transition from landing page to 

the customization page is smooth and easy. The branding makes me 

feel like I’m in the right place. The goal is clear; once you’re done 

learning about the process, you can get started right away 

customizing your own book. 

• Hero Shot - The step-by-step illustration makes the process look 

easy and fun.

Your Story Click-
through Landing Page
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Things to change or test: 

• Design - Use visual cues to direct attention to the CTA. Remove social 

sharing buttons as they could distract your visitors—try putting them 

on your Thank You page instead, after your visitors have converted 

and are more likely to give you extra love. Try removing the blue 

ribbon which looks like a “Fake” CTA. 

• Headline - Specify what the page is about with your unique selling 

proposition. 

• Copy - Add more info (e.g., How much are these books? In which 

languages are these books available?) 

• Social Proof - Use notable press or testimonials to legitimize yourself. 

• CTA - Looks a bit out of place, like an afterthought. You can also 

embed an e-commerce button like Shopify or Lemonstand so your 

visitors can carry out the transaction without leaving the page.

Your Story Click-
through Landing Page
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What’s good: 

• Design - Info is broken down well so it’s very digestible. 

• Hero Shot - Headshot shows us “Who is John 

Stringer?” 

• Copy - The workshop points sound promising: I feel like 

I know what I’d be learning if I sign up. 

• CTA - Good contrast and clear ask.

John Stringer Lead 
Gen Landing Page
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Things to change or test: 

• Design - Keep it consistent. The design on the top half of the 

page is completely different than the bottom. Make it 

mobile-friendly. 

• Headline - Avoid things like ALL CAPS and unnecessary 

“quotation marks.” Try putting Learn in the main headline to 

avoid redundancy.  

• Hero Shot - Avoid stock images, use original photos. The 

background image is unrecognizable (too pixelated). Try 

using just a white background.  

• Copy - Give more details (e.g., Where, when, how much, 

how long). Be consistent and more benefit-oriented by 

changing Your Business to Get Your Tasks Done While Learning. 

• Social Proof - Add testimonials if possible. 

• Form - Encapsulate to highlight the form. Try making at least 

the email a required field. Use a lightbox for privacy policy.

John Stringer Lead 
Gen Landing Page
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What’s good: 

• Design - Mobile-friendly. 

• Headline - Clearly communicated USP in 

seconds. Someone looking for computer repairs 

could be particularly swayed by the ease of the 

mobile service being offered. 

• Copy - Benefit-oriented. I like how you’re 

making yourself accountable by offering things 

like guaranteed arrival times and money back if 

not satisfied. Stand out from competitors by 

offering little surprises like mobile service or 

stress-free guarantees. 

• Social Proof - Testimonial adds credibility. 

• CTA - Click to Call on mobile version.

Nimble Nerds
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Nimble Nerds
Things to change or test: 

• Design - Click-through or lead gen? Use lighter 

background so your logo stands out. Experiment with 

cleaner fonts so it’s easier to read. 

• Headline - Make sub-headline more benefit-oriented. 

• Hero Shot - Use a real photo instead of a stock image. 

• Copy - Include your operating hours. Be specific (e.g., what 

kind of additional fees, how many years of experience)  

• Social Proof - Who is Debera Howle, exactly? Employ 

empathy—using either copy or imagery, make a 

connection with your visitor. Show someone experiencing 

the pain you solve and how well you can solve it for them. 

• Form - For desktop visitors, use a form to collect info on 

what they’d like to get fixed and their email addresses so 

you can follow up later. It’s a waste of a landing page if 

there’s no CTA. 
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What’s good: 
• Design - Mobile-friendly. Blocking of content 

makes it more digestible. 
• Form - Encapsulation makes it stand out. 
• Copy - Company description makes it easy for 

your visitor to know who you are and what 
you do.

Magic Marketing 
Automation Webinar 
Lead Gen Landing 
Page
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Things to change or test: 
• Design - Move the speakers down and give a proper bio. Move 

the necessary information up. Save the social sharing buttons 
for the Thank You page to remove distractions. Make the page 
flow more—tell a story with both your copy and design. Check 
out the webinar templates in the Unbounce app. 

• Headline - Make it clear what the page is about and more 
benefit-focused. Try the 5-second test. 

• Hero Shot - Use relevant and original photo or video 
• Copy - Make it more about the webinar than the topic itself 

and more benefit-oriented. 
• Social Proof - Write mini-bios about the speakers. 
• Form - Make it more relevant & include all details about the 

webinar. Move it up so it’s above the fold. Make the form 
headline more benefit-oriented. Add a privacy policy in a 
lightbox. 

• CTA - Change button color so there’s more contrast.

Magic Marketing 
Automation Webinar 
Lead Gen Landing Page
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Handy Networks Click-
through or Lead Gen 
Landing Page
What’s good: 

• Design - Clean & great use of parallax. Mobile-

friendly. 

• Form - Encapsulation helps it stand out from the 

rest of the page. 

• CTA - Color contrast makes it stand out.
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Handy Networks Click-
through or Lead Gen 
Landing Page

Things to change or test: 

• Design - One purpose only: is it click-through or lead gen? 

• Headline - Make it more benefit-focused. Use the 5-second 

test. What is the page about? 

• Copy - Mention what the benefits are. Make font bigger so 

it’s more legible. 

• Hero Shot - Show a photo/video of the product used in 

context. 

• Social Proof - The company’s been around for 20 years so 

use testimonials from previous customers. 

• CTA - Keep the copy of the different plans’ CTAs consistent.
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Pomona Remodel Lead 
Gen Landing Page
What’s good: 

• Design - Clean and simple, mobile-friendly. 

• Hero Shot - Very relevant images. 

• Social Proof - Testimonials help to build trust. 

• Form - Segmentation question used will make 

the next step in the funnel easier. 

• CTA - Stands out. 

• Form Confirmation - Give leads option to call 

them right away.
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Pomona Remodel Lead 
Gen Landing Page
Things to change or test: 

• Design - Stretch image to the edges. 

• Headline - Make it more benefit-focused. Use 

the 5-second test. What is the page about? 

• Copy - Make it more benefit-oriented. Mention 

which areas you cover. Try DTR to make it more 

relevant to your visitors. 

• Form Confirmation - Try DTR to make it more 

relevant to your visitors. 
• CTA - Try Click to Call in mobile version.
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What’s good: 
• Headline - Very benefit-oriented; 

highlights some unique selling 
points that describe why. 

• Copy - Very benefit-oriented; 
highlights some unique selling 
points that describe why. 

• Social Proof - Certified Cycling 
Instructor profile helps instil trust 
in the program. 

• Form - The heading tells your 
visitor exactly what to expect 
after clicking on the CTA.  

• CTA - Great contrast with 
background so it stands out.

Bespoke Cycling Studio Lead Gen Landing Page
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Bespoke Cycling Studio Lead Gen Landing Page
Things to change or test: 

• Design - Make it mobile-friendly. 
Make tagline more visible. Spread out 
the text so it’s easier to read. 

• Hero shot - Try having the model look 
at the CTA to direct attention to it. Use 
the background image as a directional 
cue and point it towards the form. 

• Social Proof - Add testimonials to 

build credibility. 
• Form - Make it more predominant by 

making it bigger. Give it some room to 
breathe so it stands out more. Include 
a privacy policy in a lightbox to build 
trust. 

• CTA - Try Click to Call on the mobile 

version. Use smooth scrolling to scroll 
back to form from the bottom of the 
page. 
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Ideal Oil Mister Click-
through or Lead Gen 
Landing Page 
What’s good: 

• Design - Mobile-friendly. 
• Hero Shot - Nice imagery. Video shows context 

of use with the product in action. Both picture 

and video really sell the product. 

• Form - Encapsulation makes it very visible and 

stand out. 

• CTA - Contrast of button against the 

background makes it stand out. 
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Ideal Oil Mister Click-
through or Lead Gen 
Landing Page 
Things to change or test: 

• Headline - Use the 5-second test. What is the page about? 

• Design - Use one or two fonts only. Stretch image to edges. One page, 

one goal: is it click-through or lead gen? Remove social widgets which 

can distract your visitors. Put them in the form confirmation instead. 

• Copy - Make it more benefit-oriented. Stay consistent: the form offers a 

coupon, but the form confirmation offers a recipe. 

• Social Proof - Use testimonials if possible. If it’s been showcased in 

shows or magazines, you can add an “As Seen In” section on your page. 

• Form - Use lightbox for privacy policy. Don’t use the word “spammy” as 

people tend to react negatively to it. 

• Form Confirmation - Use DTR to make it more relevant to the user.  
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What’s good: 
• Design - Simple and mobile-friendly. 
• CTA - Great contrast against the 

background. Large and visible. Very 
relevant to the user. Completes the 
sentence, “I want to…”

Moodmesh Lead Gen Landing Page
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Moodmesh Lead Gen Landing Page

Things to change or test: 
• Design - Stick to one or two types of font. 

Get rid of the red font. 
• Hero Shot - Image of what platform looks 

like or video of how it will work or an 
image of someone online shopping. Show 
context of use. 

• Copy -  Describe shoppers’ pain points that 
will be addressed using this platform. 

• Form - Remove link for “No thanks…” 

because it doesn’t go anywhere. Include 
privacy policy in a lightbox to build trust. 
• Form Confirmation - Use this as an 

opportunity for the visitor to get to know you 
better (e.g., social widgets, link to blog). 
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Eye Power Click-through 
Landing Page 

What’s good: 

• Design - Looks professional which makes it look 

trustworthy.  Creates empathy right off the bat 

with intro bullets. 

• Copy - Benefit-oriented. Great photo and bio. 

• CTA - Showing the regular price demonstrates 

that the visitor will get good value for the price.  
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Eye Power Click-through 
Landing Page 
Things to change or test: 

• Design - Make it mobile-friendly. Group similar elements together 

(e.g., testimonials). Use bullet points in mobile version. Make the 

page tell a story. Remove other links: focus on one CTA only.  

• Headline - Use the 5-second test. What is the page about? 

• Hero Shot - Don’t use stock photos. Shorten video to two minutes 

or less. 

• Copy - Too long. Make it concise and consistent. Try a shorter 

version. 

• CTA - Make it bigger so it stands out more. Change the color so it’s 

different from the video to make it stand out more. 

• E-commerce - With SSL, you can embed widgets such as Shopify 

and Lemonstand to keep your visitor on the page while they 

complete the transaction. 
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What’s good: 
• Design - Mobile-friendly, arrow 

to form guides visitors to the 
form. 

• Headline - Clear, contains USP, 
benefit-oriented. 

• Copy - Benefit-oriented.

Eulerian Technologies Lead Gen Landing Page
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Eulerian Technologies Lead Gen Landing Page

Things to change or test: 
• Design - More consistent color 

scheme and font. 
• Headline - Sub-headline makes more 

sense as the form headline.  
• Copy - Add a portion that mentions 

exactly how much ROI Menlook 
achieved as sample copy. 

• Social Proof - Add testimonials to 

build credibility, if available. 
• Form - Add form headline. Add a 

lightbox for privacy policy. 
• CTA - Make button larger. Make it 

more relevant to the user by completing 
the sentence, “I want to…”



Resources to help you master the 
art of landing pages
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• A 50-Point Checklist For Creating The Ultimate Landing Page: http://unbounce.com/landing-

pages/checklist/ 
• The Smart Marketer’s Landing Page Conversion Course: http://do.thelandingpagecourse.com/ 
• The Ultimate Guide to Landing Page Optimization ebook: http://get.unbounce.com/lpo-guide-

email/ 
• Examples of landing pages: http://www.ispionage.com/landingpagegallery/all/all/desktop/

vistaprint.com, https://www.crayon.co/ 

Useful resources

http://unbounce.com/landing-pages/checklist/
http://do.thelandingpagecourse.com/
http://get.unbounce.com/lpo-guide-email/
http://www.ispionage.com/landingpagegallery/all/all/desktop/vistaprint.com
https://www.crayon.co/
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Join the discussion!

Princess Cornelio 
Marketing Educator 

@daprincesita 

Thank You! 
Questions?

Tia Kelly 
Customer Success Manager 
@lil_tea 


